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Global  Panjiva Basics

Panjiva Research is taking part in the Portfolio Construction Forum’s
annual markets conference from Feb. 18. This two part report looks at the
relevance of supply chain and trade data, such as Panjiva’s to the high-
level investment decision-making process. The second part applies
lessons from our 2020 Outlook in the context of the event’s theme: “high
VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity) risks and
opportunities ahead”.

Part 1: Handling VUCA with HALOPart 1: Handling VUCA with HALO

Supply chain data can be used from macroeconomic perspectives through
country and industrial comparisons all the way through to speci c
corporate and product analyses – comparable to high-altitude, low
opening (HALO) parachute jumps. Similarly the insights from corporate
and product level trends can be rolled back up to macro level views. In
that regard supply chain data analysis is well suited to incorporation into
portfolio management in ve ways:

Economy wide trends and connections 

Export growth is a critical part of economic development. Panjiva’s data
shows the spread of the most recent trade downturn started in Europe’s
manufacturing intensive economies while, with the impact of the U.S.-
China trade war adding momentum in 1Q 2019. Global exports as of
November had fallen in nine of the past 10 months as shown in gure 1. 

Even in the darkest period though there were still identi able pockets of
growth including the emerging “mini-Chinas”. Australia is also notable
for having de ed gravity until October.

Supply chain data, speci cally international shipping data, can provide
more timely international economic activity and are useful in determining
both the direction of travel as well as the breaking impact of large scale
policy, economic and physical events.
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Chart compares export growth by origin. Red indicates a drop of more than 3%, green an increase of more than 3% year over year.

Industrial performance contributors to economic activity

The real power of trade data and supply chain analysis comes from the
granularity of analysis available. Even less-than-timely government
statistics can provide “before the earnings report” guidance to the
performance of an industry at a high level – in simplistic terms you have
to import it before you sell it.

The chart below, based on Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Australian Bureau of Statistics gures, shows
the change in 265 industrial lines – many countries report under the HS
product ontology which has around 6,500 lines on the basis of the global
standard HS-6. Figure 2 shows that the iron ore industry represented
more than 100% of Australia’s 6.4% A$ export growth in November 2019 –
excluding it all other products dropped 2.7% year over year.

Aside from coal, LNG and aluminum there were major declines in cotton
and wool while there was signi cant growth in exports of beef, telecoms
equipment and scienti c devices.

FIG. 1: GLOBAL TRADE DOWNTURN RAPIDLY WIDENED IN 2019

Source: Panjiva 

https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/5368.0Nov%202019?OpenDocument


Chart segments change in Australian exports by product (SITC-3).

Who’s who and who’s doing what within industries

Dropping below the industry and product level, international shipping
data can identify speci c corporate trends when carefully reconciled to
identi ers – which is a non-trivial technical exercise of course.

In the example below the surging exports of Australian beef to the U.S.
features expanding tra c for multinational meat packers such as JBS,
traders including Cargill and local, privately owned rms such as
Mid eld. In gure 3 we see that the analysis shows much of the recent
growth has been dominated by traders – Cargill’s shipments surged 26.6%
higher in 4Q whereas JBS and Mid eld grew by just 2.5% and 1.3%
respectively.

Panjiva’s data also identi es over 150 participants in the trade. Similarly,
comparisons can be made to beef supplies from other countries, beef
supplies to other countries as well as supplies of competing meat
products.

FIG. 2: IRON ORE, BEEF CENTRAL TO AUSTRALIA’S RECENT EXPORT STRENGTH

Source: Panjiva calculations based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data.  



Chart segments U.S. seaborne imports from Australian ports in Brisbane, Fremantle, Melbourne and Sydney by product (HS-2) on a
monthly and three-month average basis. 

Joining the nodes, looking for second order e ects

Portfolio management isn’t just about identifying trends of course – risk
management and correlation strategies (e.g. thematic investing) can also
be enhanced with the use of supply chain data. A company’s supply chain
can be visualized and manipulated using graph theory where entities
including corporations, locations and products form the nodes of a graph
while the edges within the graph are de ned by their trade relationships.
Figure four below shows the supply chain graph for General Motors with
eight major sub-clusters of suppliers.

Once constructed into a graph a variety of rst and subsequent order
e ects can be analyzed, for example: the impact of a corporate action –
ranging from an earnings beat to a bankruptcy – on that rm’s suppliers
and buyers; the in uence of exogenous disturbances such as trade policy
changes, natural disasters or strikes; divergence/convergence analysis
between companies and industries. Even the change in the structure of a
graph can carry useful information – are rms or whole industries
changing their operating behaviors.

FIG. 3: CARGILL DELIVERS FASTEST BEEF GROWTH IN Q4

Source: Panjiva
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https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?m=hts_codes_2&type=us_imports&x_history=eJyFUe1qwyAUfRd_r0yNaUxgf_YBY3QbLGwUxpCQmEaqsUTTkpW--2zahqRpGYjo-bjnXt0CoysLImB5DW5AUtuCl1akwjbM6iUvHfVYvgXLYK68WzQLDCbP-FPHTzb_epnH95v3j9nakN_Xh7gJzZ2roZhe86oSGXfewhqW6owbhh2Valmr0rBVxY2LAdF2IIgAArtONWK_QVYr1ewjEpsW3JxOolwwU4iVcjUH4IaLRWH7yGHM7ipTCX5cZJWzcSWm9IUZ-tJD_f91LvWyKEssnxibtF-AIZpOIHJrb-e5YBRR6rYQtU8zBGl4BDOhWCJlizsoT6ThnZZMCSOYUuphCsm5w7Ejhw_h0YE8CAfBPYrg4Brl--QKBX1Mz1vw24xDC7s_tJvNZQ


Chart shows supplier relationships by company and country with color indicating edge count (Orange high, blue low) and size indicating
betweenness centrality of the node (high betweenness centrality is higher) within two transactions of General Motors. Data retrieved via
S&P Global Xpressfeed. 

 

Proper use of supply chain insights

It’s worth bearing in mind that supply chain data, like all alternative
datasets, has its limitations. From a practical perspective the visibility of
the chain normally starts at factories or warehouses and ends at
distribution centers rather than stores. As a consequence from a
positioning perspective it is more descriptive of the cost of goods sold and
inventories than it is of sales or revenues.

Additionally, not all countries report detailed, shipment-level data that
allows the identi cation of speci c corporate activity. Panjiva’s dataset,
for example, includes shipment data on around 43% of global trade though
it has full coverage at a “macro” level where trade in products between
countries can be seen. 

The 15 countries where Panjiva captures shipment data also provide a
“slice” of shipment data for all other countries on the other side of each
trade transaction. The various datasets have a \variability in latency,
frequency, granularity and units used.

FIG. 4: GENERAL MOTORS SUPPLIER GRAPH FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2018

Source: Panjiva



Obviously too not all industries have the kind of globally-extended,
merchandise based inputs to value generation that lend themselves well
too analysis with supply chain data. Those that do, shown in gure 5,
including retail, consumer goods, heavy machinery and autos.

A forthcoming paper from S&P Global Quantamental Research
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S&P Global Quantamental Research will
analyze all these issues in more detail in the context of the automotive
industry.

Chart compares U.S. seaborne imports in 2019 by Global Industry Classification (GICS) to sector market capitalization at year end.
Calculations include S&P Global Market Intelligence data. Colors for emphasis only. Data retrieved via S&P Global Xpressfeed. 

 

Part 2: Supply chain lessons for 2020, and beyondPart 2: Supply chain lessons for 2020, and beyond

Panjiva’s 2020 Outlook series has touched on a wide range of global
supply chain topics including the impending U.S.-EU trade war and the
health of globalization through changing corporate supply chain
strategies and the state of supply chain technology. Many of those are
directly applicable to managing volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity in 2020.

(V)olatility in supply chains

FIG. 5: SHIPPING DATA COVERAGE HIGHER FOR LARGE, HEAVY, SLOW SECTORS

Source: Panjiva

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/topics/quantamental-research


Corporate supply chains have had to deal with rapid shi s in the political
and economic underpinnings of decision-making. Many rms have
responded to growing volatility with an acceleration of investment in
realigning their supply chains at the expense of investing in new products
or opening new sales markets.

Panjiva’s Jan. 17 research
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research showed that businesses actually now see trade
policy volatility as “business as usual” – transcript analysis showed that in
calendar 4Q 2019 just 20.9% of rms discussed tari s in their conference
calls, the lowest since 2Q 2018. At the same time the evidence of supply
chain realignment has been mounting. 

As shown in Figure 6, bicycle maker Giant has made one of the biggest
shi s with China representing 43.9% of U.S. seaborne imports linked to
the rm in 2019 from 89.1% in 2016. Retailers have signi cant exibility,
shown by Costco which has cut to 65.7% from 67.1%. Other companies
have had to change course mid ight – Superdry’s initial shi  into China
from Turkey was driven by cost concerns, but it has since had to move
back to Turkey.

Chart compares China as a proportion of U.S. seaborne imports associated with Giant
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(U)ncertainties in policy

FIG. 6: GIANT TAKES A BIG STEP OUT OF CHINA, COSTCO CUTS MORE SLOWLY

Source: Panjiva

https://panjiva.com/research/2020-outlook-fighting-on-several-fronts-supply-chain-strategies/31899
https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?callq=Giant&hsq=%25288714.99+OR+8714.96+OR+8714.93+OR+8714.91+OR+8714.92+OR+8712%2529&m=shipments&type=us_imports&x_history=eJyNkW9LwzAQxr9LXjtsB0o78IWoMHGgU6iISMiaa3uuaUL-OOrYd_da5-gcg0EIyS_PPXeXWzMRfAWNxxx9y71eQsMm7OK8yL7RxXr2dDP_zKYmmi0e7q_n2Uri2-v4MZ0-3y5UHl7Kuyt2xhTXX2AtSqBYV6FR5OjoIdd1UI3jxoIjxCZrQqHxtuW64NpiiV26mG122iOadyaDUm2XTPi8Avd3wqbkw5Q7uAIsKz8kHsLwWuc1-6DEtuCHTlzpvpvDUo4F-NZ0AaWHf5LfQk413KqPulETp1p10j0fKTyMnBeWJsHGUXw5imJaXRgUyJM4SWhL434k-zBJt1Ci4qKue06oELXrrI1FJaiWJbREFdgSZP85Bizb_ACiytis
https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?m=shipments&q=Costco&type=us_imports&x_history=eJyNkWFLwzAQhv9LPjtsB0o78IOoMHGgU6iISMiaa3quSUqSOurYf_da5-gcg0EIyZP3fe-OrJloQgkmYI6h5cEuwbAJuzgvsm_0sZ093cw_s2kdzRYP99fzbCXx7XX8mE6fbxc6b17U3RU7Y5rbL3AOJZDXl1hrSvT0kNuq0cbz2oEnxCZrQo0JruW24Nahwq5czDY77RHNO5ON1m1XTIS8BP93QqP4sOQOrgBVGYYkQDO8VnnFPqiwK_hhEte2n-awlWOG0NadQQX4J_lt5NTArfpoGg1xalQn3cuRIsDIB-HoJ9g4ii9HUUyrs0GBPImThLY07r9kHybpFkrUXFRVzwkVovJddO1QC-plCS1RDU6B5Lk1HpUBYJsfVWfZbA
https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?callq=Guess%253F&m=country_of_origin&type=us_imports&x_history=eJyFUW1LwzAQ_i_5OgeNyEwHfrUIOoYKFURCSK5tWF5GcnWUsf_urdOxsYEQQu655yWXbFmOCdmcIfTshqkeOwhotcVBYlxBoNbynRfPi-oVy0lbvZjciMWGWzWp0a3uP-qieHxbxpqLavb0QB5exm9IyRogrY59wDTI2MiYbGsDEXR0vQ9ZrhNkCmPzLeswSx0NZHlHIs52R9ZF95OZ3vthH6RQd5D_Tja0Mnd27cnzDNyAbTs8RQ7DHkunHfuiyNTISyfp4zjJ6SXOqQf__3mUep1kFMI0oxo_4rbgs2nBae3l0FgpuBC0lXx8mnNQlL-gsV4q50acoEa5DGz3A8dIoeI
https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?callq=Foster+Electric&hsq=8518.29&m=country_of_origin&type=us_imports&x_history=eJzlU21r2zAQ_i_62gasDDqn0K8Ng62UbZDCKEKxTskRSWckOa0J_e87qXbfWH_BwNjne-7luUe6k9BD3kPI2GEeVaYDBHEpbn_L5vvN-mdene3WP0yy7c2DRH22ye7w9W7TNNe_bmkj2_XFtytxLryiI8SIBji3oyHkOCqyiiLuMHBAR27wIak-QuJm4vIk0h57z3biFCmeXmI-YH-EGbwfuYbmBkftlNEZ-PcBcLfPbEDK6NlnFKNDgeaMjkLWGCCqjrwnUyY0kLqIfUYK7yK8jof0JteQL4U7pkwWHZQSvQ4MnT7HmG2kodIrcvInwu65U08pM_mOTEUnjYL25XfL5ZQ2htVJylJUBlPvdCkAXqOTs7GcjS-l5J4CyNlYzkaBrH6sEm0T5hoymTVoIu0wHOrAfC5h8FuIle8RQhURfO9oBCii5KgNqEicVRgXV-LxyzBJ3PPZMWc-jvAvsT6D_lutAmW0o-p1zDi5olXP11l5qjv0ugDclO_2ggWJvDZi2ciLRSP5qQQsqla2Lb9Wsu7Re2e7mpwGvdLOVT-7rHYJxNNfHi1fwQ
https://panjiva.com/shipment_search/results?callq=la-z-boy&m=country_of_origin&type=us_imports&x_history=eJyNkGtLwzAUhv_L-eywGShtwQ-iwsSBTqEiIiFLT9ujuZRcHHPsv5vNCx06EUJIHp5z3uSsQMTQoQkkKSx5sC9ooISjw6Z6I8_s9OZs9lxN-mw6v7o8nVWLmh7ux9fF5PZ8rmW8ay9O4AA0t6_oHNWYaqWNJrgltw23jloySZBWRW087x36FAbl6hetBAbrb3eP8wh11Hq5CRVBdui_TmRa7jvqdeq_AxdIbReGJGAcXpVU8JSCXcN_duLa7v3VsOAj5b92esFfai0CjnwQLk0Kxhk7HmUsrU0TbIjnLM_TVrDtyHZhXnzCmjQXSm15Qo1QHmH9Doa4rVc


The trade policy shi s of the past two years are by no means the end of
the story. Investors may have assumed that the recently signed phase 1
trade deal will bring a pause to U.S.-China tensions
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uncertainty. 

Yet, the detail of the commitments shown in gure 7 below suggest
purchases of industrial products, which are generally led by private and
not state-owned rms, need to rise by 88.4% in 2021 versus 2017. Similarly
shipments of agricultural products need to rise by 93.2%, energy by 443.1%
and services by 44.8%. Successful delivery is by no means guaranteed and
there are already signi cant policy hurdles to the so-called phase 2
negotiations.

Chart shows U.S. exports to China of products targeted in the phase 1 trade deal. 2020 and 2021 based on commitments made by the
Chinese government, data through Nov. 30, 2019.

 

Relations between the EU and U.S. sit on the knife-edge
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knife-edge of improving
towards a trade deal or worsening towards a tari -driven trade war. Tax
policy sits at the heart of the matter with a spat over digital services taxes
having only been narrowly avoided while a carbon border tax debate is
only just getting started. President Trump has continued to hang the
threat of autos tari s
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autos tari s over the EU. Figure 8 shows, however, that the
major automakers have not yet responded with stockpiling and may have
been beset by weak underlying demand for cars.

FIG. 7: MANUFACTURING, SERVICES CRITICAL TO PHASE 1 DELIVERY

Source: Panjiva

https://panjiva.com/research/come-for-the-commitments-stay-for-the-enforcement-trade-war-show-season-4-begins/31876
https://panjiva.com/research/2020-outlook-trade-war-in-waiting-u-s-eu-relations/31726
https://panjiva.com/research/secrets-and-deals-auto-tariffs-and-digital-taxes-cloud-trade-negotiations/32023


As has been the case with the ongoing aerospace subsidy disagreements it
will be a wide range of industries – including particularly metals, autos
and luxury goods – that will feel the impact of widening and deepening
tari s.

Chart segments U.S. seaborne imports of auto parts from the EU by shipper. 

The good news is that elsewhere in the world there is a continued push
towards trade liberalization
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trade liberalization. The crown jewel (at least for 2020) would be a
nalization of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)

which would bring Japan, South Korea, China, ASEAN, Australia and
others together in a free trade zone that includes 44.6% of Japan’s exports
and 29.6% of China’s as shown in gure 9. Another area for growth and
development opportunity will come from the implementation of African
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCTA).

The cloud hanging over global trade is the need for WTO reform –
without a strong dispute settlement system corporations will have little
clarity about which trade rules will be upheld and which will be ignored
for an inde nite period.

FIG. 8: ROT HAS SET INTO CAR PARTS IMPORTS FROM EUROPE IN 4Q

Source: Panjiva
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https://panjiva.com/research/2020-outlook-globalization-alive-and-kicking-global-trade-policy-trends/31802


Chart segments China and Japan’s exports to the RCEP group by destination.

  

While the need for action to tackle climate change is a given, there
remains considerable uncertainty as to the policy mechanisms involved
and how they will impact upon supply chains. As mentioned already the
EU’s push towards a carbon border tax could rapidly lead to the
“greening” of trade deals more broadly. Indeed, the French government’s
insistence of only signing deals with signatories of the Paris Climate
Accord is a tacit sign that has already happened. 

The cost of operating supply chains will also increase if the shipping
industry is included in carbon emissions pricing
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carbon emissions pricing schemes. On the basis of
Trucost data for the carbon intensity of revenues shown in gure 10, the
direct impact on the industry could be signi cant with each $10 per ton of
carbon pricing equivalent to 1.3% points of revenue for the largest
container-lines.

FIG. 9: REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP DEAL MATTERS MORE TO JAPAN
THAN TO CHINA

Source: Panjiva calculations based on China General Customs Administration
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https://panjiva.com/research/2020-outlook-delivery-in-doubt-logistics-industry-prospects/31845


Chart compares carbon intensity of revenues by company. Calculations based on S&P Global Trucost
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S&P Global Trucost data. 

 

Increasing (C)omplexity

Managing volatility requires a balance between a diversi ed supply base
and the costs of unnecessary complexity within that supply base.
Corporations are already having to build up their 
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technological capabilities in data gathering (IoT) and decision making
(data-science skills) including mainstream manufacturing industries.

There’s already a sign, however, that less complexity may be a preferred
strategy. Figure 11 shows that, on a broad-brush basis, the pendulum may
have swung with a 3.5% drop in the average number of shippers per
consignee in U.S. imports in 2019 versus the peak of 2015, Panjiva’s data
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shows. The auto industry
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auto industry has yet to see such an adjustment, with the
enactment of the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement and potential for a U.S.-
EU trade war casting doubts over longer-term decision making on the
complexity of supply chains.

FIG. 10: SHIPPING EMISSIONS INTENSITY TOOK A DIP IN 2018

Source: Panjiva
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Chart compares the index of total shippers and consignees on U.S. seaborne imports to the ratio of shippers per consignee for 
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automotive sector shipments. 

Handling (A)mbiguity

There are a wide-range of high impact, low probability risks that can add
a degree of ambiguity to the assumptions underlying the decisions being
made by supply chain operators and decision makers. Many of these in
2020 relate to the risk of physical con ict
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physical con ict whether in the Middle East,
South China Sea or the India-Pakistan border. The latter may be
exacerbated by the low proportion of Pakistani supplies in Indian exports
as shown in gure 12. 

Most recently the impact of the rise in coronavirus
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coronavirus cases is ambiguous – a
public health emergency will not necessarily become a supply chain
disaster.

Planning for, and adapting to, such ambiguity is a core use case for supply
chain data more broadly. If the aphorism that countries that trade
together don’t ght each other is true, then the minimal share of
Pakistan’s exports accounted for by India should be a cause for concern.

FIG. 11: PAST PEAK COMPLEXITY

Source: Panjiva 
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Chart segments Pakistani exports by destination. 
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FIG. 12: INDIAN IMPORTERS HAVE LITTLE EXPOSURE TO CONFLICT WITH PAKISTAN

Source: Panjiva
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